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Meet John & Barbara Hermon,
the newest additions to our
growing community
We welcome the creative duo behind former
Richmond interiors store, Hermon & Hermon,
who have placed an Expression of Interest on
a new home in our over 55s community.
There’s nothing shy or retiring about Melbourne creative
duo Barbara and John Hermon, the former owners of
illustrious interiors store Hermon & Hermon and the
newest additions to our over 55s community. We’re
excited to welcome the iconic duo as future residents
and took the opportunity to chat to them about their
new apartment, the appeal of community living and just
what staying local in Richmond really means to them.

FIND YOUR
NEW HOME IN
VIBRANT
RICHMOND

The Hermon’s are extremely familiar with the address
of their new apartment. For 25 years, their namesake
design store on Swan Street was a landmark for
eclectic and signature furniture pieces and homewares,
and they have maintained a firm attachment to the
neighbourhood ever since. “We absolutely adore
Richmond. We’ve lived and worked here for years, and
the community, urban lifestyle, public transport and
proximity to the city are simply irreplaceable for us.”
The couple have placed an Expression of Interest on a
three-bedroom apartment on the fourth floor. Designed
by Melbourne architects Bates Smart, the new building
is a thoughtful response to the existing heritage GTV9
precinct. Taking inspiration from the federation free
style red brick that fronts Bendigo Street, the design
showcases appropriate nuances to such a historic past.
“We were drawn to the overall style of the precinct.
While we love the home we currently live in, we’re
mindful of the practicalities come the next stage of our
life as we get older. The generous proportions, floor to
ceiling windows, and 2.7m high ceilings were important
to us from a design perspective. The apartment we
have placed an Expression of Interest on is located on
the fourth floor and is designed to have views across
the rooftops to the parklands and Dandenong ranges”.

The Hermon’s are not alone in an apartment with
stunning view lines. The building has been designed to
maximise on sweeping views, from vistas of the city to
vantage points across Burnley park or internally to the
community gardens. The rooftop terrace also makes
the most of the extraordinary views providing a vantage
point over the expanse of Melbourne while serving as a
wonderful amenity to residents.
“There is certainly an attraction in moving into a likeminded community of people over 55. An element of
this includes the fact that all apartments are owner
occupied”. In a traditional apartment building, residents
might pass each other in the lobby or lift but have no
real sense of who their neighbours are. The appeal of an
over 55s community, sitting at the heart of the inner city
is in rejuvenating a sense of community and fostering
connections between neighbours. With its communal
lounges, outdoor terrace, bar, gardens and café, the
new community is truly an urban oasis. “Not to mention
that it is smack bang in the middle of our comfort zone,
since moving out of the area was never a consideration.
We know our food providores by name, its home to
our pilates studio and gym, and our medical and health
providers are all in the zone as well. And public transport
is so handy! Speaking of which, the nearest tram stop
is right outside where our store Hermon & Hermon was
located on Swan Street”.
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Everything is certainly close at hand in Richmond, and
there’s a great mix of influences and identities that
bring a multi layered and unique quality to the new
community. There are countless opportunities to play
a part in such a vibrant neighbourhood focused on
exchange and creativity. “At this point in our lives, we’re
busier than ever with volunteer work, and we’re also
working with the NGV, so we’re certainly enthusiastic
about what the future holds”.
Interested? The Hermon’s have one piece of advice. “For
us, it’s really about planning so we can enjoy life in the
location we love. With the help of our financial advisor
we’ve put in place a 3 – 5 year strategy that takes these
practicalities into account to ensure we’re planning
appropriately”.

Don’t miss out. Expressions of Interest
are now open on our stylish new
apartments. To find out more or to make
a private appointment with our friendly
sales team call 03 8610 4889 or visit
richmondretirementliving.com
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VISIT OUR SALES CENTRE
Corner Bendigo & Khartoum Street, Richmond, Open 10.00am to 4.00pm Monday to Friday
and 10.00am to 2.00pm Saturday and Sunday
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